Tesla Fires Hundreds From Headquarters and
Factory
Tesla Tries To Cover Up The Layoffs, As It Does
With The Many Other Issues With Tesla
The Mercury News
PALO ALTO – Tesla fired hundreds of workers this week, including engineers, managers and factory workers, even as
the company struggles to ...
Tesla fires hundreds of employees while trying to ramp up vehicle production, says report - CNBC
Tesla fires hundreds of workers even as Model 3 production ramps up - The Verge
Tesla Fires Hundreds of Workers After Their Annual Performance Review - Fortune

Tesla has faced ongoing discontent from some factory workers, who have complained about work conditions and wages
below the auto industry average.
Tesla has a hearing before the National Labor Relations Board in November for charges that company supervisors and
security guards harassed workers distributing union literature. Tesla denied the accusations.
Openly pro-union workers were among those fired this week. Some believe they were targeted.
The company denied union activities played a role in the dismissals.
Michael Harley, managing editor at Kelley Blue Book and Autotrader, thought the dismissals could be an effort to
improve vehicle production.

“It’s no secret that Tesla’s Model 3 development and ramp-up for production has been derailed,” Harley said.
Elon Musk’s Crappy Tesla Cars Get Another of Many, Many Recalls
- If you ask Elon Musk, he will tell you that all of his car recalls are not recalls but “feature enhancements”. He is just
out-right lying about that.
- Tesla Drivers have documented hundreds of problems with Tesla Cars!

Tesla recalling 11,000 Model X SUVs for seat
issue
• Tesla Inc. is recalling 11,000 Model X SUVs worldwide because their rear seats might not lock
into place.
• The recall involves vehicles with fold-flat second row seats made between Oct. 28, 2016, and
Aug. 16, 2017.
Tesla also has to answer to letters being mailed to every Tesla owner which state:
“You Can Help Save America!
Unless you are living in an echo chamber bubble, you are, by now aware that the entire planet knows that all Tesla
drivers are assholes, douche-bags and politically corrupt pricks.
Everyone that sees someone driving a Tesla thinks: “Oh Look, There goes one of those corrupt, elitist assholes who
are entirely clue-less about what a prick the world thinks they are!”
Why would those people spend insane amounts of money on a mere car? Because they think they are impressing
people when, in reality, they are painting themselves with a spotlight of idiocy.
Elon Musk did not “invent Tesla”, he stole it from Martin (the actual founder) in a stock market hostile takeover.
Elon Musk did not fund Tesla. H
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